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Abstract. Intravascular photoacoustics (IV-PA) is an emerging atherosclerosis imaging modality that provides
chemical-specific optical information of arterial walls with acoustic depth penetration and resolution. As lipid
composition of atherosclerotic plaques is considered to be one of the primary indicators for plaque vulnerability,
many IV-PA applications are calibrated so as to target plaque necrotic cores. Based on the mode of optical
excitation and the corresponding signal processing technique, IV-PA is categorized into two different modalities.
The pulse-based IV-PA has been the universal IV-PA imaging mode with its high peak power and straightforward
time-domain signal processing technique. As an alternative, the low power continuous-wave (CW)-based IV-PA
has been under intense development as a radar-like frequency-domain signal processing modality. The two
state-of-the-art types of IV-PA are reviewed in terms of their physics and imaging capabilities, with major empha-
sis on frequency-swept CW-based IV-PA that has been recently introduced in the field. © The Authors. Published bySPIE
under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the
original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.24.8.080902]
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1 Introduction: Atherosclerosis and
Conventional Imaging Modalities

Atherosclerosis is a subcategory of cardiovascular disease
(CVD) characterized by inflammation and the gradual buildup
of lipid-rich plaque in the inner lining of the arterial walls (tun-
ica intima).1–4 This disease is critical as it is directly responsible
for other types of more serious CVD, such as coronary heart
disease and stroke, and therefore death. While the full risk
factors or the cellular mechanism of plaque development are
not yet fully understood, the development of plaques is known
to self-accelerate, developing size and intramural calcification
while compromising the luminal elasticity.5–7

Although an affected artery may show no sign of disease for
decades, growing plaques may result in partial or complete
occlusion of a lumen. Such luminal narrowing (stenosis) con-
tributes to clinical manifestations of serious CVD to a certain
degree; however, it is mainly the superimposition of an arterial
thrombus over a ruptured plaque that causes most of the acute
coronary syndromes (ACS).5 In other words, atherosclerosis
becomes dangerous when plaques rupture and cores release
thrombogenic contents into the bloodstream.8–11 Plaques with
a higher risk of rupture are generally referred to as “unstable”
or “vulnerable.”5,12 While there are a few subcategories of vul-
nerable plaques, clinical studies characterize vulnerable plaques
as having a large volume of necrotic core (>40% plaque
volume) with an overlying fibrous cap measuring <65 μm, a
small degree of stenosis (<50% diameter narrowing), and mostly

occurring in the proximal coronary artery.5,12–20 Nonetheless,
definite triggers for sudden rupture of vulnerable plaques remain
to be explored.21–23 While plaques can rupture spontaneously, it
should be acknowledged that not all plaque ruptures would
cause life-threatening ACS.24 In those silent ruptures, thrombo-
ses may become successfully regulated and eventually lead to
regression.

A useful frontline and today’s gold-standard diagnostic tech-
nique to assess progression of atherosclerosis is an invasive
x-ray angiogram.25–27 With its superior resolution of ∼100 μm,
an x-ray angiography scan indirectly detects plaques by locating
stenosis and luminal irregularities while substantially lacking
morphological and compositional information of plaques.25,26

Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) is a catheter-based imaging
technique that utilizes an oscillating sound pressure wave with
frequencies in the 20- to 60-MHz range to detect a mechanical
anomaly within the imaging environment.25 In addition to its
superior resolution in deep biological tissue, IVUS has been
declared by the World Health Organization (WHO) as a safe
screening tool for the public without any known short-term
or long-term side effects.28 However, IVUS produces gray-scale
images with poor mechanical contrast, and it may not differen-
tiate plaque constituents.25,29 Further development of IVUS
which performs a spectral analysis of the backscattered radio-
frequency (RF) data was developed as virtual histology IVUS
(VH-IVUS).25 While VH-IVUS demonstrated the capability
to differentiate a necrotic core, calcium, and lipid,30 its accuracy
and consistency are still being questioned.31,32 Intravascular
optical coherence tomography (OCT) is another well-developed
catheter-based imaging modality for atherosclerosis evaluation.
It is analogous to IVUS, but instead of utilizing acoustic signals,
it employs nonionizing electromagnetic radiation (EMR) in the
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near-infrared (NIR) region to obtain backscattered or backre-
flected photons to extract optical information.33 OCT signal
detection depends on wavelength-specific optical scattering of
tissue, and therefore, OCT produces images with superior
contrast even when suspicious atherosclerotic regions are not
anatomically obvious. It presents an exceptionally high spatial
resolution of ∼10 μm and can differentiate different plaque
types accurately based on their optical properties.34 However,
the imaging depth of OCT is strictly limited to ∼1 mm due
to optical scattering through heterogeneous tissue, and it makes
the assessment of relatively thick plaque challenging.25,33,34

Furthermore, OCT still requires an extra step of blood substitu-
tion by an optically clear solution which makes the imaging
procedure rather unfavorable.

2 Intravascular Photoacoustic Imaging in
Atherosclerosis

2.1 Principles of IV-PA Imaging

One of the latest techniques introduced in this field of plaque
evaluation is intravascular photoacoustic (IV-PA) imaging.
IV-PA is a catheter-based imaging technique that partially
resembles IVUS and OCT in terms of its hardware design.
As a promising optical-acoustic hybrid imaging modality based
on the use of laser-generated ultrasound, the contrast of IV-PA is
based on the optical absorption difference between a target
chromophore and surrounding tissues while the generated infor-
mation is encoded and carried in the form of acoustic signals.
Therefore, IV-PA imaging combines the high contrast of optical
imaging, and deep subsurface-penetration and high spatial res-
olution of acoustic imaging, without suffering from the major
drawbacks of each technique. The theory behind IV-PA is the
“photoacoustic (PA) effect.”35 The PA effect explains the chain
of the energy conversion process from EMR to acoustic pressure
waves as shown in Fig. 1.

Most IV-PA systems today employ optical sources in the NIR
spectral region to facilitate imaging in the presence of blood, and
consequently, deeper penetration is realizable to cover the full
thickness of a plaque. In addition, direct detection of lipids is
very likely within this region as the absorption spectrum of
lipids is well differentiated from other plaque chromophores,
particularly at ∼1210 and ∼1700 nm due to the second and the
first overtone of C-H bond vibrations within lipid molecules,

respectively.36–39 IV-PA is also regularly integrated with other
popular endoscopic imaging modalities such as IVUS and
OCT in order to further improve its imaging capability.40–43

Especially, coregistration with IVUS is very easy to implement
as IV-PA and IVUS share the same endoscopic transducer.

In order to induce meaningful PA signal conversion at
absorbers, it is important to acknowledge that the intensity of
the illuminating light must be pulsed or modulated in a specific
pattern.35,44 Throughout the described optical-to-acoustic energy
conversion processes, the evolved acoustic waves exhibit
the same modulation pattern as the excitation optical beam.
Regardless of the modulation patterns of the optical source,
it is the wavelength-dependent optical properties of PA targets
and surrounding tissues that mainly govern the efficiency of
PA signal generation. While the most important optical property
for PA imaging is the absorption coefficient, μa, others such as
the scattering coefficient, μs, and the anisotropy factor, g,45–47

also affect the overall PA signal generation by controlling the
number of photons available for absorption.

Once PA signals are induced, the efficiency of PA detection
is partly governed by the frequency-dependent acoustic attenu-
ation coefficient of inhomogeneous media, along with the
transfer function of a transducer. Acoustic attenuation in tissue,
α 0
s, is considered to have a linear frequency dependence as

α 0
s ¼ αsf, while it is highly negligible at low frequencies below

∼1 MHz.48 Another important acoustic property in PA imaging
is the speed of sound in the medium, ca. While ca is determined
by the density and compressibility of the medium, the mean
speed of sound in water (≈blood) and human soft tissue is
∼1500 m∕s or 1.50 mm∕μs.49

2.2 General Designs of IV-PA Catheter Systems

Figure 2 shows a few design examples of typical IV-PA catheter
systems. Some designs rely on a polished optical fiber (at 33°C
to 37.5°C) to deliver the beam to an arterial wall at an angle via
total internal reflection.50–55 A small endoscopic transducer is
placed below the optical fiber so that it aligns with the area
of light and tissue interaction in front of it. Many other designs
utilize an angled mirror or a prism to direct the beam to an
arterial wall and implement an optically transparent acoustic
mirror to transmit generated acoustic signals back to a trans-
ducer in a catheter.42,56,57 Lastly, some other popular designs
employ a transducer with a hole at the center (ring-
shaped).40,41,58 In this case, the laser beam is directed through
the hole so that the travel paths of light and sound are overlapped
as much as possible while compromising detection sensitivity of
the transducer to some extent.

For optical collimating and focusing purposes, some catheter
designs incorporate small optics inside. A graded-index (GRIN)
lens and an aspheric lens are typical choices to achieve station-
ary focusing42,57 while a use of a liquid lens was recently
reported for dynamic focusing.58 For mechanical rotation of a
catheter, a flexible torque cable and a rotary motor are usually
employed.50,51,56,57 Such variations in the IV-PA catheter design
were shown to pose different challenges for in vivo demonstra-
tion of the system such as the large catheter diameter (larger than
∼1 mm), PA/US resolution loss due to multiple reflective optics,
and unsynchronized PA/US imaging field.59,60 Regardless of the
details, the ultimate objective of different catheter designs is to
deliver the light to a target area that is parallel to a catheter body
and to transmit the generated PA signal to an enclosed detector.

Fig. 1 Illustration of the sequential energy conversion processes of
the PA effect. μa, the absorption coefficient of an absorber; μ 0

s ,
the reduced scattering coefficient of surrounding tissue; ΔT , local
temperature change of an absorber.
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The typical imaging set-up of IV-PA is shown in Fig. 3, where
coregistration of IV-PA and IVUS is readily facilitated.

Recently, much interest was raised in developing real-time
IV-PA systems. Numerous studies demonstrated fast assessment
of plaques by employing the optical source with pulse repetition
rate in the kHz range.51,56,59,60 Specifically, Vander Laan et al.51

reported a real-time IV-PA/IVUS imager with ∼30 frames per
second (FPS) by improving the efficiency of digitization.
Similarly, Hui et al.56 reached ∼25 FPS for IV-PA/IVUS imag-
ing with their differentiated A-line strategy where triggering
frequencies of IV-PA and IVUS were engineered. As demon-
strated by those reports, careful optimization is needed in both
hardware and software in order to achieve a faster imaging speed
toward reliable real-time monitoring of atherosclerosis.

3 Two Types of Intravascular Photoacoustic
Imaging Modality

3.1 Pulse-Based and CW-Based IV-PA

Depending on the mode of radiation, an optical source for gen-
eral IV-PA imaging can be categorized into pulsed laser and

continuous-wave (CW) types. The former provides a train of
high-power ns-long optical pulses while the latter provides
low-power but high modulation-frequency continuous optical
beam to excite chromophores.35,44 A periodically modulated
single-frequency CWoptical source was used in the original dis-
covery of the PA effect and has been widely used for various
spectroscopic studies.35,44 However, the former has been the
exclusive type of an optical source for various bench-top and
preclinical PA imaging applications since the very early stages
of biomedical PA research.61,62 It can induce acoustic transients
with large magnitude using relatively less complicated time-
domain (TD) signal processing algorithms that allow a straight-
forward depth determination from time-of-flight measurements
with great computational efficiency.63–65 However, they may not
be easily transferred to clinical environments due to their large
footprint and high cost. In addition, pulse-based PA systems
cannot be tuned flexibly for different needs because the
important system parameters, such as power, pulse repetition
frequency, and signal apodization, are predefined.49 They also
require regular maintenance and sensitive calibration by trained
professionals for optimal performance. While a recent study on
laser threshold in IV-PA suggested that pulsed lasers can be
safe to use by varying the imaging protocol (at the expense
of image quality),66 its high peak power may also raise some
safety concerns of exceeding the laser maximum permissible
exposure (MPE) level and damaging tissue.49 In terms of signal
detection, pulse-based IV-PA systems require very sensitive
transducers with extremely wide bandwidth (>40 MHz) in
order to achieve sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).67,68

For such wideband detection, more noise would contribute at
the receiving end, compromising SNR. Lastly, laser jitter noise
and the bipolar shape of pulsed PA transients that are caused by
photon-transducer interaction, compressions, and rarefaction,
respectively, have an adverse effect on the spatial resolution and
contrast of the system which can eventually distort resulting
images.

Fig. 2 Design examples of general IV-PA catheter tip. Each design achieves light and sound alignment
by using (a) a polished fiber, (b) an optically transparent acoustic mirror, and (c) a ring-shaped trans-
ducer. Reproduced with permission from Refs. 51, 56, and 58.

Fig. 3 Block diagram of typical IV-PA imaging set-up. Depending on
the type of IV-PA, the details of the laser unit and the corresponding
light delivery system may vary. CW, continuous wave.
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Acknowledging such limitations of the pulse-based IV-PA,
single-frequency-modulated CW-based IV-PA was revisited as
a potential alternative. The development of a portable IV-PA
imager for the clinical environment is much more likely with
CW optical sources due to the wide availability of compact
and low-cost diode sources in the NIR spectrum. Furthermore,
its low peak power is beneficial for clinical uses compared to
its pulsed counterparts as a tissue is exposed to much lower
photon energy. In this conventional CW-based IV-PA, however,
the magnitude of the resulting PA signals is very small, and
this has been the primary factor preventing the development of
this method in the field.67 In addition, due to its extremely
narrow bandwidth, this method lacked depth-resolved informa-
tion of targets, therefore not being suitable for intravascular
imaging.49,67

In mid 2010, advancement in the CW-based IV-PA started to
appear in the field, implementing frequency-swept (intensity-
modulated) optical modulation and the frequency-domain
(FD) matched-filter pulse compression signal processing

algorithm52–55 that was originally explored in the radar/sonar
technologies.48,49,67–79 As signal outputs of this modality are
represented by an arbitrary correlation unit which is determined
by the total spectral energy of signals, they are not directly com-
parable with pressure signals of the aforementioned pulse-based
IV-PA modalities. However, the compressed PA signals in this
mode offer very high SNR that may compensate for the weak
pressure magnitude of the raw acoustic signals. As summarized
in Table 1, a few experimental comparative studies between
pulse-based and frequency-swept CW-based PA modalities
demonstrated that the CW-modality is highly competitive to its
conventional pulse-based counterpart, providing comparable or
even better SNR, resolution, similar maximum imaging depth,
and depth-resolved/molecularly specific optical contrast of the
subsurface absorber, while utilizing low power irradiation and
narrowband detector.49,72

Most importantly, the CW-based IV-PA method is flexible in
that the system parameters such as linear frequency modulation
(LFM) chirp waveform, duration, and bandwidth are fully

Table 1 Comparison between pulse-based and frequency-swept CW-based FD PA.

Pulse-based PA CW-based FD PA Ref.

Optical source 1064-nm Q-switched laser
(5 ns duration with 10 Hz repetition)

1064-nm CW and acousto-optic
modulator (AOM)

72

Fluence or Intensity ∼10 mJ∕cm2 ∼9.5 W∕cm2

Sample Phantom with μa ¼ 6 cm−1 in 0.47% intralipid solution

Detector 3.5 MHz (focused) 0.5 MHz (focused)

Maximum depth 18 to 23 mm ∼25 mm

Estimated maximum deptha 35 to 45 mm 32 to 38 mm

Optical source 1064-nm Q-switched laser (5 ns duration
with 10 Hz repetition)

1064-nm CW and AOM 49

Fluence or Intensity ∼100 mJ∕cm2 ∼6.5 W∕cm2

Sample Black rubber at a depth of 16 mm in 0.47% intralipid solution

Detector 0.5 MHz (focused)

CFb 2.4 3.7

SNR 11.8 dB 23.1 dB

Axial resolution 0.86 μs 2.43 μs

Detector 3.5 MHz (focused)

CFb 3.1 3.8

SNR 2.61 dB 23.2 dB

Axial resolution 0.164 μs 0.46 μs

Sample Phantom with μa ¼ 4 cm−1 in 0.47% intralipid solution

Detector 3.5 MHz (focused)

Maximum depth 22 mm 18 mm

aBy assuming efficient signal conditioning to suppress the background interference signal.
bContrast factor (CF) is calculated by dividing the differences of mean signal in the absorber and background by mean signal in the background.
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controllable by an operator.48,49,52–55,71–73 Such system flexibility
allows various waveform-engineered designs of the modulating
optical signals that can lead to several unique or enhanced imaging
features such as depth-selective and differential IV-PA imaging
reviewed here. Figure 4 shows a few fundamental differences
between pulse- and frequency-swept CW-based IV-PA modes.

3.2 Generation of Pulse-Based PA Signals

The PA response from a pulsed optical source can be described
by the wave equation for pressure at point r at time t, pðr; tÞ67

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;63;379∇2pðr; tÞ − 1

c2a

∂2

∂2t
pðr; tÞ ¼ −

β

Cp

∂
∂t
qðr; tÞ; (1)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;63;322qðr; tÞ ¼ μaðrÞϕðr; μa; μs; gÞδðtÞ; (2)

where β is the isobaric volume thermal expansivity; Cp is the
specific heat capacity for constant volume; qðr; tÞ, the source
function in Eq. (2), is the density of optical energy per unit time
deposited at position r with corresponding μa and μs over the
illuminated tissue volume; ϕðrÞ is the optical fluence at r; and
δðtÞ is the Dirac delta function. As qðr; tÞ is a function of the
optical fluence, it is normally estimated by exponential
attenuation.48 The general solution of Eq. (1) is given by an inte-
gral of Green’s function. Considering the optical attenuation due
to light diffusion, the acoustic pressure at a point of transducer
rt, pðrtÞ, can be described as62,67

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;63;191pðrtÞ ¼
ΓαHðrsÞ
2jrt − rsj

¼ ΓμaðrsÞαϕðrs; μa; μs; gÞ
2jrt − rsj

; (3)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;63;135Γ ¼ β
c2a
Cp

; (4)

where Γ is the Grüneisen coefficient which is a dimensionless
constant that describes the efficiency of thermoacoustic excita-
tion, α is the radius of a PA source, rs is the location of a PA
source, and HðrsÞ is the absorbed optical energy distribution at

a PA source which is given by the product of the local absorption
coefficient and the optical fluence. Even though the overall
effects of thermodynamic properties of tissue on the generated
acoustic signals are described by the Grüneisen coefficient in
Eq. (4), it is usually assumed in PA imaging that the Grüneisen
coefficient is relatively constant in different tissue types.62

Therefore, Eq. (3) indicates that PA signal generation is highly
dominated by the optical properties of a PA source, especially
μa. It should be acknowledged, however, that resulting PA sig-
nals are not linearly proportional to μa, but instead, they possess
a nonlinear relationship due to the effect of absorption-depen-
dent optical fluence.62 In Eq. (3), the time variable is not
considered anymore as the corresponding optical irradiation
is short and therefore negligible. Excited by high-power δ-like
optical pulses, generated acoustic signals with high magnitude
propagate away from a PA source. The delay time, τ, between
optical excitation and acoustic wave arrival can be evaluated
as the depth of a PA source, r, as it is preserved as r ¼ caτ.
This time-of-flight estimation is simple but assumes ca to be
frequency-independent. In other words, this approach is reliable
when background media are relatively nondispersive. In this
case, the shape of resulting PA signals would highly resemble
wide-band δ-like optical pulses and τ can be accurately mea-
sured by evaluating their peaks. However, if media are disper-
sive to some extent, which is the case for most biological tissues,
evaluating τ becomes challenging as the shape of PA signals gets
distorted as they travel toward a detector. As the acoustic attenu-
ation in tissue is considered to have a linear frequency depend-
ency, this relationship can be used for accurate interpretation
of PA magnitude through normalization.49 Equation (5) then can
be used to inversely solve μa from the corresponding acoustic
signals, but low SNR from wide-band detection and the above-
mentioned signal distortion during propagation may compro-
mise the accuracy of such measurements.67

3.3 Generation of Conventional CW-Based PA
Signals

When single-frequency-modulated CWoptical energy is absorbed
by imaging targets, corresponding frequency-modulated acoustic

Fig. 4 Brief outlook on pulse-based TD IV-PA and frequency-swept CW-based FD IV-PA imaging
techniques. While the energy conversion principles of PA signal generation are similar, the two systems
differ in both hardware and software.
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waves are generated and propagate away from a source. These
waves can be expressed in FD and are directly related to the TD
wave equation that was described in Eq. (1). By utilizing Fourier
transforms, the PA response from CW optical source can be
described as67

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;63;697∇2p̃ðr;ωÞ þ k2p̃ðr;ωÞ ¼ −
iωβ
Cp

q̃ðr;ωÞ; (5)

where tilde denotes the Fourier transform representation, ω is
the angular frequency, and k is the acoustic wave number
defined as k ¼ ω∕ca. Similar to the TD representation, the
general solution of Eq. (5) is given by an integral of Green’s
function and the acoustic pressure at rt can be described as67

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;63;598pðrt; tÞ ¼
jp̃ðrs;ωÞj
4πjrt − rsj

ei
�
ω
�
t−jrt−rs j

ca

�
þθ
�
; (6)

where p̃ðrs;ωÞ is the pressure amplitude at rs at ω, and θ is the
phase shift that takes place during the optical-to-acoustic energy
conversion. Just like the described PA pressure in the pulse-
based system, this signal is proportional to Γ, μaðrsÞ, and
ϕðrs; μa; μs; gÞ. Using Eqs. (3) and (6), Telenkov et al.67 com-
pared in simulation the peak pressure magnitude of pulse-based
and single-frequency CW-based PA signals reaching a point
transducer under similar measurement conditions. As expected,
the pulse-based PA generated much stronger acoustic pressure
(∼1.6 Pa) than the CW mode (∼0.002 Pa), about three orders of
magnitude higher. This justified the use of pulsed optical
sources as a standard mode of excitation in many PA studies
and preclinical applications including IV-PA.38–43,50,51,56,80–84

3.4 Intensity-Modulated CW-Based IV-PA Signal
Generation and Processing

Implementation of a coded input signal is the heart of the
matched-filter pulse compression processing in this newly intro-
duced method. With wider bandwidth than a single-frequency
modulated source can provide, chirp modulation enables a
bandwidth-dependent pulse compression algorithm that shrinks
a relatively long acoustic signal into a narrow spike at the cor-
responding location of a subsurface chromophore. This, in turn,
resolves the depth of a PA source by straightforward time-of-
flight measurement that is typical to pulse-based PA modes.
However, the principal difference between the two modalities
must be highlighted. The FD pulse compression technique
analyzes the entire record of a relatively long signal to identify
the presence of signals with characteristics of the known
reference signal, while pulse-based PA performs a single-point
time-resolved measurement.67,68,85

There are many variables involved in optical modulation by
a chirp waveform. For optimization of optical LFM waveform
design in the CW-based PA modality, Lashkari and Mandelis48

suggested doing so with respect to the maximum SNR of the
processed signal. Based on their theoretical and the correspond-
ing experimental studies, the optimal chirp bandwidth (BWch)
did not necessarily have to be symmetric around the center
frequency of a transducer. Especially in the MHz modulation
range, the optimal BWch was shifted to a lower frequency range
due to the combined effects of (1) decaying PA response over
increasing frequency (low-pass filtering effect of PA energy con-
version), (2) increasing acoustic attenuation over increasing
frequency, and (3) rising portion of transducer transfer function

below the center frequency. In addition to BWch, the time-band-
width product, m,67 and the shape of the excitation waveform
itself85 were shown to be critical in LFM optimization.

The block diagram of this intensity-modulated CW-based IV-
PA signal processing algorithm is shown in Fig. 5(a).54 Unlike
pulse-based IV-PA that provides a single amplitude channel,
CW-based IV-PA provides an additional correlation phase chan-
nel that is independent of the optical fluence.54,86 This phase
channel is usually represented in the form of its inverse standard
deviation (ISDV) which correlates with the probability of the
presence of PA sources at certain depths.54 Then, such statistical
information is encoded on the amplitude channel into phase-
filtered amplitude (PFA) channel by simple multiplication.
The PFA was demonstrated to further enhance SNR and axial
resolution of target PA signals.54 Figure 5(b) compares the
SNR and axial resolution of the described CW-based IV-PA
channels via computer simulation with a square chirp modula-
tion in 1 to 5 MHz range and arbitrary random white Gaussian
system noise with a factor of 100. From this comparison, the
PFA channel showed ∼125% and 29% improvement in its
SNR and full-width at half-maximum axial resolution, respec-
tively, compared to the corresponding amplitude channel by
utilizing the same raw signal data.

3.5 Intensity-Modulated CW-Based Differential
IV-PA Signal Generation and Processing

As briefly described above, the flexibility in system parameters of
the CW-based IV-PA provides more room for further improve-
ment in its imaging capability beyond the intrinsic physical limi-
tation of conventional pulse-based PA systems.54,55,87 In this
regard, the differential IV-PA modality was recently reported
as an extension of conventional CW-based IV-PA where many
system parameters were carefully engineered for more accurate
and reliable atherosclerotic plaque detection.53–55,87 This differ-
ential method inherits the general traits of CW-based IV-PA in
terms of signal generation and processing and therefore rely on
the same signal processing algorithm described in Fig. 5(a).

Differential IV-PA uses the second wavelength in real time
with identical chirp modulation at a specific optical phase differ-
ence, φoptical. The relationship between the two modulating sig-
nals, rλ1ðtÞ and rλ2ðtÞ, can be expressed as87

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007a;326;293

rλ1ðtÞ ¼ sgn

�
sin

�
2πf1tþ

πBWch

Tch

t2
�	

;

−
Tch

2
≤ t ≤

Tch

2
; (7a)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007b;326;213

rλ2ðtÞ ¼ sgn

�
sin

�
2πf1tþ

πBWch

Tch

t2 þ φoptical

�	
;

−
Tch

2
≤ t ≤

Tch

2
; (7b)

where sgn ðxÞ is the signum function, f1 is the starting fre-
quency, and Tch is the total duration of an optical chirp
waveform.

When the two coherent optical waves are simultaneously
absorbed by an identical absorber, the two coherent acoustic
pressure waves (s) are generated. Since the optical absorption
coefficient of an absorber and corresponding PA signal gener-
ation process are wavelength-dependent, the two resulting raw
PA signals may exhibit different magnitude and phase.87
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Nonetheless, they are still coherent with a certain acoustic phase
difference, φacoustic. These two acoustic waves are related to each
other by spatial and temporal constants, and undergo stationary
interference in the acoustic domain, resulting in a single differ-
ential PA signal upon generation. Depending on the selection of
optical wavelengths and initial φoptical between them, informa-
tion carried by the resulting differential PA signals differ, but a
general form of raw differential PA signals can be described as87

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;63;181sDiffðtÞ ¼ sλ1ðtÞ þ sλ2ðtÞ: (8)

In other words, the contents of differential PA signals are
determined by the spontaneous interference between two sin-
gle-ended PA signals in the acoustic domain. Therefore, the
parameters of the differential IV-PA need to be selected carefully
in order to encode the desired information in this differential PA
channel.87 The resulting PA signals at the time of detection need
to contain only the cholesterol-derived information without any
contribution from other types of adjacent arterial chromophores.

Based on the NIR absorption spectra of various biological chro-
mophores found in human atherosclerotic arteries,83 such a con-
dition cannot be met at a single wavelength (i.e., λ1 ¼ 1210 nm)
because the main absorption peak of lipids overlaps with those
of other chromophores in atherosclerotic arteries such as colla-
gen and water.87 Instead, intrinsic suppression of those undesir-
able contributions can be achieved by employing the second
wavelength at λ2 ¼ ∼970 nm at which lipid shows barely any
absorption while normal arterial chromophores exhibit similar
level of absorption as at λ1.

53–55 Against normal arterial tissue,
if φoptical is adjusted so that φacoustic becomes π, and if laser
powers are adjusted so that magnitudes of two resulting PA
pressure become identical, the two out-of-phase PA pressure
waves undergo complete destructive interference in the acoustic
domain, and consequently, any undesirable contributions are
highly suppressed to approximately zero baselines.53–55 The
resulting differential PA channel then becomes extremely sen-
sitive and selective to a small trace of the spectroscopically
defined target, cholesterol. This type of simultaneous dual-

Fig. 5 (a) Block diagram of the matched-filter pulse compression signal processing algorithm of fre-
quency-swept CW-based IV-PA. This process is similar to generating the analytic signal of an arbitrary
signal in that it doubles positive frequency components while removing negative frequency components.
FFT, fast Fourier transform; IFFT, inverse fast Fourier transform; Z �, complex conjugate; Re, real com-
ponent; Im, imaginary component; BP, bandpass filter; US, unit-step (Heaviside step function) filter;
N , number of averaging signals; θ, phase; σ, standard deviation. For phase-ISDV channel, output value
is linearly normalized by the constant to bring down the baseline. (b) Simulation example of CW-based
IV-PA amplitude and PFA channels (N ¼ 50). While square chirp modulation was assumed in 1 to 5 MHz
range, arbitrary random white Gaussian noise was added to simulate a more realistic signal processing
scenario. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 54.
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wavelength modulation in differential IV-PA was shown to
enhance the general imaging capability of its single-ended coun-
terparts beyond their intrinsic limitations, but it should be
emphasized that it is only feasible in PA modalities based on
CW optical sources.54,55,87

4 Achievements

4.1 Pulse-Based IV-PA Images

Some early studies utilized optical sources with the wavelength
around 530 nm to detect carotenoids, an organic pigment that is
related to the process of lipid accumulation.40,80–82 Within this
range, Sethuraman et al.81 reported attaining axial resolution of
∼40 μm and lateral resolution of ∼5.5 deg at a depth of 3 mm
using a 40-MHz unfocused transducer and graphite phantom in
water. Wei et al.40 reported similar ∼40 μm axial and ∼480 μm
lateral resolutions at a depth of 3.85 mm using a 39-MHz unfo-
cused transducer and tungsten wires in water. However, these
studies were indirect to assessing the necrotic core of a plaque
and did not consider the potential effects of a blood medium on
imaging parameters as most photons in this wavelength region
would become strongly attenuated by hemoglobin before reach-
ing a plaque. Following these early studies, most IV-PA systems
today employ optical sources in the NIR spectral region. Even
though it was not a true endoscopic system where a relatively
large transducer was used to retrieve PA signals from the oppo-
site side of a flat human artery (forward-propagation mode),
Allen et al.83 reported an image of a human aorta in the presence
of blood using a 1210-nm optical source. Using a 25-MHz
focused transducer, they could map the lipid distribution within
the wall with ∼75-μm axial and ∼240-μm lateral resolutions.83

A single-wavelength pulse-based IV-PA system has been
widely investigated for evaluation of lipid distribution in athero-
sclerotic plaques ex vivo based on distinctive absorption peaks
of lipids at ∼1210 and ∼1720 nm. Figure 6 shows some exam-
ples of a single-wavelength pulse-based IV-PA images. In
Fig. 6(a), Wang et al. generated cross-sectional IV-PA images

of a section of the thoracic aorta from a specially prepared
New Zealand White (NZW) rabbit using an optical parametric
oscillator (OPO) tunable laser system operating at 10 Hz repeti-
tion rate, but imaging was performed at a single 1720-nm
wavelength.88 A single-element 40-MHz IVUS imaging catheter
was used for PA detection and IVUS coregistration. The authors
suggested that the optical absorption of lipids is stronger than
that of water at 1720 nm and compared the IV-PA imaging
capability in the presence of saline and rabbit whole blood.
Due to the low acoustic and optical attenuation of saline, imag-
ing depth was higher in saline compared to that in blood. Along
with the corresponding histology results from hematoxylin and
eosin (H&E) and oil red O (ORO), the authors concluded that
their coregistered image clearly delineated regions within the
arterial wall that had strong absorption at 1720 nm. Similar
cross-sectional IV-PA images in Fig. 6(b) were presented by
Dai et al. using a Nd:YAG pumped OPO laser at 20-Hz repeti-
tion rate with imaging wavelength fixed at 1210 nm.42 A single-
element customized 40-MHz endoscopic transducer was
employed for PA detection and IVUS coregistration. A section
of human artery with atherosclerotic plaques was utilized as an
imaging sample. Other than IVUS and IV-PA, the authors also
coregistered OCT in the combined image to help visualize the
superficial structure of the vessel (i.e., fibrous cap indicated by
a red arrow in the corresponding histology result), but this will
not be discussed further within the scope of this review article.
In comparison to the H&E histology result, the authors stated
that their coregistered image mapped the plaque regions with
high contrast as indicated by a green arrow.

Many efforts have also been made to validate the feasibility
and performance of imaging systems in vivo as shown in Fig. 7.
In Fig. 7(a), Wu et al.59 generated real-time (20 FPS) cross-
sectional IV-PA images of a section of the right coronary artery
from a healthy farm-bred swine. In order to mimic the plaque
lesion, a small piece of pork lard was delivered on a stent and the
imaging catheter was directed to the area of interest through the
carotid artery under guidance of angiography. Their system was

Fig. 6 Single-wavelength pulse-based IV-PA image examples generated at (a) 1720 nm and
(b) 1210 nm. In (a), the white scale bar represents 1 mm in length. In (b), the white scale bars represent
2 mm in length, and the RGB codes in the combined image represent IV-PA, OCT, and IVUS, respec-
tively. Based on the distinctive absorption coefficient peaks of lipids in NIR, pulsed optical sources at
1210 and 1720 nm were able to generate distinctive PA contrast on lipids against normal arterial wall.
H&E stain, hematoxylin and eosin stain; ORO stain, oil red O stain. Reproduced with permission from
Refs. 42 and 88.
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based on an OPO tunable laser operating at 5 kHz repetition
rate at 1720 nm, and a single-element 40-MHz transducer was
utilized for PA detection and IVUS coregistration. During the
imaging, the artery was continuously flushed with heavy water-
based saline. The authors suggested that while resulting in a
good SNR of ∼18 dB, their IV-PA system did not detect the
entire lipid target due to the combination of catheter limitations
and image processing. Cao et al. in Fig. 7(b) reported similar fast
(4 to 16 FPS) in vivo imaging study where a three-dimensional
(3-D) image of the thoracic aorta of NZW rabbit was recon-
structed with axial resolution of 85 to 100 μm and lateral
resolution of 170 to 450 μm.60 The catheter was based on a
Nd:YAG pumped OPO with 2-kHz repetition rate at 1730 nm
and a single-element 42-MHz transducer. It was guided to the
thoracic aorta via femoral artery under x-ray angiography.
Due to the young age and lean diet of the rabbits used, the
authors did not expect to observe any plaques, but perivascular
adipose tissue. The imaging was performed under clinically rel-
evant conditions in the presence of luminal blood. The authors
suggested that their system could detect the presence of lipid
within the aorta wall and perivascularly at depths greater
than 4 mm. These in vivo studies also explored the effect of
the sheath material in the resulting images.59,60 Many polymers
were tested, but the authors observed strong PA artifacts gener-
ated from the tested sheath materials when the optical beam at
the selected wavelength passed through. These artifacts in many
cases tent to overlap with the true PA signals from lipids and
generally deteriorate image quality.

While the single-wavelength IV-PA systems could localize
arterial lipids, the information was highly limited to qualitative
mapping of local absorption variation. More complicated usage
of pulse-based IV-PA in atherosclerosis includes multiwave-
length spectroscopic imaging.61–63 As shown in Fig. 8(a),
Sethuraman et al.84 used multispectral pulsed IV-PA imaging
to distinguish various types of plaque constituents from athero-
sclerotic rabbit aorta. With the laser excitation wavelength range
of 680 to 900 nm by a tunable pulsed Nd:YAG pumped OPO
laser source and a 40-MHz coronary IVUS imaging catheter, the
authors stated that different components of plaques (i.e., colla-
gen and lipid) could be differentiated by analyzing their spectral

variation (first derivative) in their absorptions. The spectral
regions with different slopes were interpreted as an increase
or decrease in the absorption with wavelength and were used
to generate corresponding image contrasts. More intuitive multi-
wavelength pulsed IV-PA was reported by Allen et al. in
Fig. 8(b).83 With a fiber-coupled tunable OPO-based laser sys-
tem, the authors focused on two specific wavelengths, 970 and
1210 nm. Their study showed that simple subtraction between
the two independent IV-PA images generated at the abovemen-
tioned wavelengths could improve imaging specificity toward
lipids by eliminating nonlipid information of plaques.

4.2 Frequency-Swept CW-Based IV-PA and
Its Differential Implementation

While the design and assembly of a catheter was not much dif-
ferent from the pulse-based counterparts, one initial study on
frequency-swept CW-based IV-PA was conducted on optically-
transparent vessel phantoms made up of agar.52 Some artificial
absorbers, graphite and butter, were then placed within the wall
of vessel phantoms to simulate atherosclerotic lipid clusters.
Figure 9(a) shows the corresponding amplitude image generated
by the single-wavelength IV-PA where Castelino et al. modu-
lated a 1210-nm CW diode with 4 to 12 MHz sinusoidal chirp
and used an 8.5-MHz single-element endoscopic US transducer
for PA detection and IVUS coregistration.52 This preliminary
study showed the feasibility of using CW diodes and FD signal
processing to construct an alternative IV-PA imager for athero-
sclerosis detection. Similarly, in Fig. 9(b), Lashkari et al. con-
ducted an initial study on the differential IV-PA using a gelatin
phantom where dissolved cholesterol oleate was deposited on
the inner wall to mimic atherosclerotic plaques.53 Two CW
diodes at 980 and 1210 nm were simultaneously modulated
by 6 to 12 MHz sinusoidal chirps with φoptical ¼ 180 deg.
It should be noted that this system was not a complete
catheter system as the combined light was applied from
outside of the vessel phantom while a 14-MHz single-element
endoscopic transducer was placed inside (forwardpropagation
mode). Nevertheless, by comparing phantom amplitude
images of conventional single-wavelength CW-based IV-PA

Fig. 7 Single-wavelength pulse-based IV-PA in vivo image examples generated from (a) swine coronary
artery in saline and (b) 20-mm long rabbit thoracic aorta in blood. In both cases, optical excitation was at
∼1720 and ∼40-MHz single element transducers were used for PA detection and IVUS coregistration.
In both examples, the presence of IV-PA catheter was visualized by x-ray angiogram. VVG stain,
Verhoeff-van Gieson stain. Reproduced with permission from Refs. 59 and 60.
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at 1210 nm and differential IV-PA, the authors demonstrated
the improved cholesterol detection sensitivity and specificity
in the differential modality.53 The single-ended image showed
the deposition of cholesterol oleate, but as gelatin absorbed
1210-nm light to some extent, the surface of gelatin around
the phantom was also seen which could be mistaken for a
fatty deposit.53 In the corresponding differential IV-PA image,
undesirable noise from gelatin was shown to be suppressed,
thereby the artificial cholesterol cluster could be localized
more accurately.

Very recently, further advances of the differential IV-PA have
been reported. By implementing a 33-deg polished 400∕440 μm
(core/cladding) optical fiber, the initial differential idea was
developed into a catheter system.54,55 With recent improvements

in fast modulating laser driver technology, the stability of simul-
taneous wavelength modulation has also improved, and conse-
quently, the overall differential suppression procedure became
more reliable.54 Among others, optimization of various proper-
ties of optical chirp modulation, such as waveform shape and
bandwidth, was shown to contribute much to further improve-
ment of the differential imaging capability.54 Figure 10
shows the differential IV-PA images generated from the section
of early-stage human atherosclerotic aorta. Two out-of-phase
CW diodes at 980 and 1210 nm were modulated by 1 to
5 MHz square chirps and a 4-MHz single-element endoscopic
transducer was used for PA detection.54 The single-ended IV-PA
modes in Fig. 10(b) exhibited chemical-specific optical informa-
tion, but due to the presence of strong driver-borne RF and

Fig. 8 Multispectral pulse-based IV-PA image examples that were generated by (a) interpreting spectral
variation of different plaque constituents and (b) employing an arithmetic subtraction algorithm. P1,
healthy artery region; P2, lipid-rich plaque region. Compared to the less-complex single-wavelength
counterpart, multispectral approaches in general improved imaging specificity toward lipids. Reproduced
with permission from Refs. 83 and 84.

Fig. 9 Image examples of (a) 1210-nm single-wavelength frequency-swept CW-based IV-PA on graphite
and butter phantoms and (b) noncatheterized 980/1210-nm dual-wavelength differential IV-PA on
cholesterol phantom. Reproduced with permission from Refs. 52 and 53.
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arterial wall noise, it was rather challenging to evaluate the true
forms of plaques without any arbitrary postimage processing.
In the corresponding differential IV-PA results in Fig. 10(c), the
undesirable noise was suppressed prior to the detection, and
the highly accurate interference-free cholesterol information
could be revealed with excellent sensitivity and specificity.
As expected, the PFA channel exhibited superior dynamic range
to the amplitude channel, further enhancing the contrast of
resulting images. The corresponding 3-D representation in
Fig. 10(d) confirmed how the differential modality enables accu-
rate detection of plaques without requiring any further analysis
and interpretation. All the processing was done intrinsically and
only the cholesterol information was color-coded on the image
as validated by an independent histopathological study. On the
other hand, since those early-stage plaque regions were not
anatomically apparent, no accurate evaluation could be made in
the gray-scaled IVUS images. At the tested 4-MHz modulation
range, the axial resolution was relatively limited at ∼380 μm.
In the same study, a higher modulation of 14 MHz was also

explored that could improve the resolution up to ∼64 μm while
compromising SNR to some extent.54

Unlike pulsed systems, due to the low amount of optical
power exposed to the target, ∼50 to 100 signal averages were
required to achieve satisfactory SNR in the CW-based IV-PA in
general. Assuming averages of 50 signals and 2-deg scanning
resolution per plane, it takes ∼9 s to generate each frame.
This in turn makes it extremely challenging to translate this sys-
tem for real-time evaluation of plaques. However, the authors
noted that the system optical power could be safely increased
by ∼100% without exceeding the MPE level. While this could
not be achieved with the current state-of-the-art CW diode
modulation technology in the MHz range, when this is achieved
in the near future, the acquisition time is expected to decrease
so as to achieve >1 FPS.

5 Discussion
The field of IV-PA has been predominantly driven by pulsed
optical sources and corresponding TD signal processing

Fig. 10 (a) Picture of sutured early stage human atherosclerotic artery. (b) Cross-sectional IVUS and
coregistered single-ended IV-PA/IVUS amplitude images of the early-stage human atherosclerotic
artery. (c) Coregistered differential IV-PA/IVUS amplitude and PFA images of the same sample planes.
(d) 3-D IVUS and coregistered 3-D differential IV-PA/IVUS PFA views of the early stage human athero-
sclerotic artery. H, generic plastic holder. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 54.
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methods. While such techniques were demonstrated to localize
lipids based on their unique absorption signature, there are some
intrinsic limitations in pulse-based IV-PA that utilize a single-
ended laser. This approach provides satisfactory results when
target absorbers are the major source of PA response in the
region. However, its detection sensitivity, specificity, and accu-
racy may be severely compromised when adjacent nontarget
chromophores have comparably high absorptions in those spec-
tral regions, generating interfering PA noise. As the rarefaction-
derived bipolar shape of pulsed IV-PA signals reduces the
probability of differentiating between two depthwise adjacent
chromophores,49 the detection accuracy and reliability of such
single-wavelength modalities are severely compromised when
lipids are located adjacent to other arterial chromophores.
Various forms of spectroscopic analysis have been tried with
pulse-based IV-PA systems to differentiate plaques (lipids) from
surrounding tissues,39,50,83,84 but they require time-consuming
sequential multiwavelength measurements for every data
acquisition point and each wavelength is still evaluated inde-
pendently, ignoring the possible effects of signal interferences.
Many pulse-based IV-PA systems employ a multispectral
approach and evaluate the arithmetic difference between the
resulting PA signals to extract lipid information.43,83 However,
such multichannel processing approach in pulse-based IV-PA
may not be reliable as it amplifies wideband noise along with
other types of intrinsic system-induced noise (i.e., electronic
noise of the transducer). Furthermore, when successive trains
of ns-long pulses are applied with large temporal gaps between
individual pulses, there can be no synchronous simultaneous
signal processing to simply subtract noise in such multispectral
PA imaging. Under time sequence conditions, any undesirable
time-dependent effects interfere with actual absorber-related
signals, especially in in vivo imaging where the imaging envi-
ronment changes continuously such as with breathing motion,
and thus reliable real-time imaging becomes challenging.

Recently introduced frequency-swept CW-based IV-PA
modalities demonstrated their capability to generate highly
informative and competitive lipid-specific IV images using low-
power optical irradiation with fewer safety concerns. However,
the CW-based single-wavelength approach is similarly subject
to detection reliability issues as there is no single wavelength
in NIR that is specifically absorbed by lipids, but not by other
arterial chromophores. This is more problematic than in pulse-
based counterparts as FD signal processing involves two signal
components, real and imaginary. When different PA sources are
adjacent to one another, their real and imaginary signals inter-
fere independently from each other. However, as both compo-
nents contribute equally to envelope formation, the multiple
closely located envelope signals do not follow a simple linear
interference pattern.87 This may be reflected in the reconstructed
images as false-positive (artifacts) or false-negative that could
severely affect the accuracy and reliability of clinical interpreta-
tion.55 Instead, the frequency-swept IV-PA could facilitate
intrinsic differential imaging by simultaneously modulating the
second wavelength. This approach may appear to be similar to
multiwavelength subtraction processing in some pulse-based
IV-PA systems, but it is a fundamentally different algorithm
as it is independent of its individual single-ended components,
thus not affected by local signal interference. Differential sup-
pression of undesirable noise takes place in the acoustic domain
upon the generation of PA pressure and the signal arriving at
a detector contains only the lipid-specific information. Without

any noise signals in proximity, therefore, differential IV-PAwas
shown to be immune to signal interference that could potentially
distort the conveyed information.54,55,87

It should be acknowledged that the field of IV-PA has been
advancing at a relatively slow rate. Numerous studies have con-
tinuously been reported that proved the technical potential of IV-
PA in intravascular detection of atherosclerotic plaques under
preclinical and clinically relevant conditions, but true clinical
translation is still yet to be achieved. Some technical challenges
that today’s IV-PA systems need to resolve to accomplish clini-
cal application include achieving ≤1 mm catheter size, imple-
menting protective sheath that is transparent to optical and
acoustic signals, optimizing the catheter design to maximize the
overlap of optical/acoustic fields of view, and improving the
light delivery systems to minimize the optical loss, among many
others.59,60 Especially in the frequency-swept CW-based IV-PA,
the primary limitation of the system resides in the optical
sources. While the CW beam needs to be reliably modulated
in the MHz range to achieve sub-μm spatial resolution, even
the current state-of-the-art optical modulators tend to have more
than 50% optical power losses at the time of beam generation.54

With extra optical losses due to fiber coupling and attenuation in
the optics, the current CW-based IV-PA designs have severe
efficiency problems in handling optical power. Some possible
approaches for improvement may include combining multiple
diodes to boost up the power and increasing signal averaging.
However, these may come at extra cost in system preparation
and slower image acquisition times. The optimized systems
would then need to be thoroughly evaluated under true in vivo
imaging conditions. While many ex vivo studies were done on
human arteries and some in vivo animal studies were reported
with artificial plaques, todays’ IV-PA technology lacks experi-
ence in dealing with true atherosclerotic plaques in vivo, even in
animal models. These technical problems would need to be suc-
cessfully addressed in order to reach the clinical translation of
IV-PA imaging.

6 Summary
The field of medical PA imaging has been advancing to optically
differentiate a variety of bioabnormalities such as tumors with
acoustic depth and resolution, but it has been highly dominated
by pulse-based systems based on high-power optical sources
and computationally efficient TD signal processing methods.
As an alternative, the FD method based on frequency-swept
CW optical sources started to appear in the field in mid 2000s.
For relatively large-scale imaging using phantoms, the fre-
quency-swept CW-based PA methods have been demonstrated
to be highly competitive to their pulse-based counterpart in
terms of imaging depth, SNR, and resolution while utilizing
compact, robust, and much less expensive CW laser diodes with
low power optical irradiation. Most importantly, waveform engi-
neering techniques, such as wavelength modulation and pulse
compression that are unique to CW-based PA, have demon-
strated advantages including signal dynamic range enhancement
and background elimination, boosting diagnostic specificity of
absorbing tissues such as blood oxygenation.

As a recent add-on to the field of IVatherosclerosis imaging,
IV-PA is a unique imaging modality that can provide optically
derived compositional information of diseased tissues with
acoustic depth resolution. As shown in many biomedical appli-
cations, pulse-based IV-PA has been leading the development of
this technique and some promising preclinical results have been
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reported. Single-wavelength-pulsed optical sources with high
peak power can induce excellent PA contrast on lipids but vari-
ous multispectral approaches have also been investigated in
order to extract quantitative information from atherosclerotic tis-
sues. The alternative IV-PA technique based on CWoptical exci-
tation has also been introduced. Despite its low optical power,
this modality has demonstrated imaging performance quite sim-
ilar to its pulsed counterpart with regard to its chemical-specific
imaging capability by implementing radar-like FD signal
processing algorithms. The use of CW irradiation allows more
flexible simultaneous multispectral PA modulation, resulting in
the unique differential PA channel that is exceptionally sensitive
and selective to the spectroscopically defined imaging targets.
Overall, IV-PA research, either pulse- or CW-based, has been
reporting highly promising preclinical applications. With intui-
tive coregistration with clinically acceptable IVUS or OCT, IV-
PA is expected to further enhance the accuracy and reliability of
imaging-based evaluation of atherosclerosis. Many attempts are
being made to translate IV-PA modalities into clinical applica-
tions in regard to imaging time, cost, size, and safety, among
other factors. While much more preclinical/clinical research
remains to follow, the unique imaging capability of IV-PA holds
strong diagnostic potential for atherosclerosis.
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